
Video

Youtube

Dudes in the basement being stupid

Abu Graib

Performance for Camera “Amateur” Porn

Or the 
hotel room 
(RoFo)

Love = Nationalism/
Totalitarianism

<I don’t agree with this formulation>

Very Europe/German

Doctors w/o Borders

As a paragon of “1st World” “good” is fair game

does current model of 
charity lead to nation state 
stockholm syndrome?

Developing world is pretty 
clearly being exploited by 
Developed

And charity helps 
maintain a status quo

“On a universal scale”

Nothing matters 

no family drama / suffering 

comes close to nuclear bombs

civil war

dead oceans

Stockholm Syndrome Liz LeCompte on Route 1&9

“Of course it’s racist” “We are one generation away from 
slave owners.”

Always playing German men
German men being racist

Hostages performing the racist 
fantasies of their captor

For approval

Learned racism

For creating people of “lower 
status”

Gender / Race / 
performance

Playing a baby

Playing a woman
Not representing the original case

As a descriptor for current 
capitalism is certainly a valid 
argument

decidedly not film

or rather “total” love

Valid questions

Wooster Group 
use of blackface 
1981

Relationships of Abuse 

Always the layer of “Able adult men 
performing their idea of…”

Was actually a little underwhelmed
hype?

an afternoon spent writing about 
why I didn’t want to see it

But still the horrors of love and 
family matter to us more than 
anything

Torture Porn 

Detached

Affected by duration 
Mostly I want art to propose 
alternatives.

Don’t need to see the horrors of life. 
well aware.

Am 
poor.

Lilya gave me a comp

Conte D’Amour

“Love polarizing shows"
Not sure I do

Fox News

“Wedge Issues”

Harper

Republican

Practical Radicalism

Have / Have Not

Looking for a mode of solidarity

different idealism 

not totalitarian solidarity

more precise poles?

Polarization has been the weapon 
of the right. But am grateful

conversation

extra revelation of the soft 
liberalism at the heart of much 
Toronto theatre

The Cost of this show 
was a real problem.

Bet the audience would have 
double is price was halved.


